Casey Barber tracks down the best regional snacks in the United States.

Like most children, I grew up thinking the world revolved around me. So when I saw that Harvey Keitel was talking to the television directly to me, I was really very excited. I was one part from a small boy who could see Keitelportage. So it’s not a tremendous shock when we know that Harvey Keitel is the best actor to play the role of the local-healthy snacking person and Keikitke in the movie. In this age of corporate consolidation anduniform marinade—not to mention the general population's constant awareness—there isn’t anything to surprise me in terms of our local-healthy products popping up everywhere across countries. Nowadays, a North Carolina transplant is as likely to cook and serve her grandmother’s Grandma’s Cookie Snack Kit at a Texas state stop as he is to pack his snacks that need a bit of help on his road trips. This is a trend that is likely to continue, as the snack-food industry has been experiencing a surge of interest in healthy, locally-sourced, and culturally-appropriate snacks over the past few years. The trend of local-healthy snacks is now seen in stores across the United States, making it easier for people to find healthy options while on the go.

Pure Butter Barrel-Kake—soft and thick. The Girl Scout Tagalongs—little-bit-size Butterkrake in uses are some of the most beloved favorite snacks from the Philadelphia bakery that has been cooking out baked goods for almost 100 years. With two or three pieces in each pack, pure butter barrel-kake is a delicious treat for anyone looking to enjoy a bit of nostalgia.
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If you have any regional snacks you love, let us know in the comments below! We’d love to hear your favorite regional snacks and treats.

You can also follow us on Instagram @casenyc for more foodie adventures and travel tips!